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Dishonored 2 blueprints clockwork mansion

Share Projects Reviews are schemes that Corvo Attano, Daud and Emily Kaldwin can recover over the games of the Dishonored franchise. Some of these plants upgrade their equipment, and some produce new types of ammunition. Dishonored Designs Blueprint Description Location Of magnifying lenses A diagram to increase stability in an array of multiple
lenses. Piero can use this to upgrade the magnifying glass lenses on his mask. Bought at Griff's Curio Store. Sokolov formula The formula for Sokolov's Elixir. Piero can use this to distill a liquid that restores health and protects against rat plague. Purchased at Griff's Curio Store or found in Anton Sokolov's greenhouse during The Royal Doctor. Scoundren
Galvani bonded A chemical treatment that can be applied to fabric or leather. Piero can use this to upgrade his armor and clothes. Found during the High Overseer Campbell mission, in a locked closet in the Supervisors' Yard workshop or during the Flooded District in Daud's chest. Incandescent paste A pyrotechnic substance that ignites to produce intense
light for a short duration. Piero can use this to upgrade his crossbow screws. Found during the Pleasure House at the Distillery in the room behind the rolling metal door or during the Flooded District in a basement near the Gateward Tunnel exit. Double Galvani Resin A substance that increases flexibility and strength in vulcanized materials. Piero can use this
to reduce the sound generated by his boots. Found during The Royal Doctor in the first warehouse on the table next to the electric cart lever or during the Flooded District in Daud's chest. Grenade box A barb-covered casing design that allows grenades to incorporate into most surfaces. Piero can use this to upgrade his grenades. Found during Lady Boyle's
Last Party in the security office at the entrance to Boyle Manor or during the Flooded District in the saqueers' warehouse. Small-scale combustion refinement A chemical process that can be used to scale combustion rates. Piero can use this to upgrade his pistol ammo. Found during the Return to the Tower in General Tobias's office or during the Flooded
District inside an abandoned wagon in Rudshore Central. The Dunwall Knife plant design effects location of explosive refinement on a small scale A chemical process that allows explosive properties. You can use this to upgrade your screws, allowing them to explode on contact. Found during an industry captain inside the vault in the transport office near the
Wall of Light. The security code is found in an underwater bag under the barge, or, if the favor of the Insurance Code is purchased before the mission, written on the wall of the boathouse. Compact Arc Amplifier Method for realizing large amounts of electrical energy through a compact and concentrated delivery device. Concentrated. you use Arc Mines that
electrocute those who get too close. (also unlocks stun mines and their updates) Found during an industry captain in a warehouse next to the main entrance of the Rothwild Slaughterhouse. Weave Galvani bonded A chemical treatment that can be applied to fabric or leather. You can use this to upgrade your armor. Found during the Eminent Domain on the
Timsh Estate, locked inside a chest on the first, third or fourth floor. Double Galvani Resin A substance that increases flexibility and strength in vulcanized materials. You can use this to reduce the sound generated by your boots. Found during the Eminent Domain on the second floor of the Watch Office. The brigmore Witches' plants that were not found in a
salvation loaded from the Dunwall Knife can be found during the various Brigmore Witches missions. Location of the effects of the Galvani Bent Resin project A substance that increases flexibility and strength in vulcanized materials. You can use this to reduce the sound generated by your boots. Found during the choice of his brand at daud's head home.
Weave Galvani bonded A chemical treatment that can be applied to fabric or leather. You can use this to upgrade your armor. Found during the choice of his brand at daud's head home. Compact Arc Amplifier Method for realizing large amounts of electrical energy through a compact and concentrated delivery device. Allows you to use Arc Mines that
electrocute those who get too close. Found during an execution stay for Lizzy at the guard post next to the Arch Pillar in Coldridge Prison. Deflector powder A chemical compound that facilitates short-term confusion. The subject will be momentarily perplexed, and then return to his previous behavior. (chokedust update) Found during an execution stay for
Lizzy in cell A25, or during The Dead Eels in Nurse Trimble's office. Small-scale explosive refinement A chemical process that allows explosive properties. You can use this to upgrade your screws, allowing them to explode on contact. Found during the Dead Eels in a room outside Nurse Trimble's lab. Dishonored 2 Projects Disordered Project Dispersed
Incendiary Release Allows the purchase of Incendiary Screws. Found in a safe on the second floor of Alistair Fletcher's office overlooking the Arrow Field Yards during the Edge of the World mission, accessible through an open window, or in the Addermire operating theater next to Dr. Alexandria Hypatia during The Good Doctor mission. The fire hardening
treatment improves the bolts of the beast to cause extra damage. Found on the third floor of the Post supervision during the Edge of the World, on the table near an outdoor balcony, or at the table outside the matron's office on the third floor of the Addermire Institute during The Good Doctor. Combat sleep dart formula improves sleep darts so that that effect
is instantaneous. Found in a safe on a dilapidated floor overlooking the main lobby of the Addermire Institute, during The Good Doctor mission or in Alexandria Hypatia's room in the Terrible Wale during the Dust District mission. Mercury vapor distillation allows the purchase and upgrade of Stinging Screws. Found during The Good Doctor in Joe Hamilton's
chambers at the top of the central staircase, at the Addermire Institute, or in the office surrounded by Howler's ambush near Aventa Station during the Clock Mansion. The pyro-sonic casing allows the purchase of howling screws. Found during the Clock Mansion in a locked security booth at the Lower Aventa transport station. The key can be purchased at
the district's black market store. Alloya polarization improves bullets to briefly stun watch soldiers. Found during the Clock Mansion on the third floor of the High Guard Office, or on the table in the archiveroom at the Royal Conservatory during the mission of the same name. Filamentconductors Improves stun mines for chain shocks to secondary targets.
Found during the Clock Mansion in an office above the Watch Mansion waiting room or during the Dust District mission below the windmill in Batista Overlook. Slug fragmentation wedges improve bullets to bounce off hard surfaces such as enemy armor. Found during the Clock Mansion on the table on the top floor of Kirin Jindosh's laboratory or during the
Royal Conservatory at Breanna Ashworth's desk. The reverb pipe allows you to purchase masterpiece upgrades for howling screws. Found during the Royal Conservatory at the shopkeeper's lookout in Cyria Gardens. Housing triggered improves grenades to explode in contact with any living organism. Found during the Royal Conservatory, in a workshop on
the first floor of the Royal Conservatory. Configurable Grooving Allows you to purchase masterpiece upgrades for the Beast. Given by the black market shopkeeper after retrieving the Roseburrow Prototype for him. Secondary coiling improves spring blades to activate twice before breaking. Found during the Dust District mission in the basement of Crone's
Hand Saloon. The rising grenade housing allows the purchase of sticky grenades. Found during the Dust District mission on the second floor of Crone's Hand Saloon, inside a steel box, or in the past during a crack in the slab, on a table near the proposed extension to the Stilton Mansion. Shooting camera pivot Allows you to purchase masterpiece upgrades
for the Pistol. Found during a crack in the slab in a locked vault adjacent to the dining room of Aramis Stilton's mansion in the past. Affordable switching to the main present to enter the vault, then to the past access the vault. Small-scale combustion refinement allows the purchase of Bullets. Found during the Grand Palace in Carlos Marletto's apartment on
Ravina Boulevard. Galvani Resin Lessens doubled boot sound, increasing discretion. Found during the Grand Palace in the secret chamber in the basement of the Grand Palace. Blade Conversion Allows you to purchase masterpiece upgrades for the Sword. Found during the Grand Palace in the office of Duke Luca Abele. The dual-layer Weave Galvani
allows you to purchase masterpiece upgrades for armor. Found during death to the Empress aboard the Terrible Wale, inside the instruction chamber. Counter-explosion inversion allows you to purchase Masterpiece upgrades for grenades. Found during death to the Empress in Doctor Galvani's apartment. Trivia All plants found in the Dishonored franchise
look the same, that of a Dishonored control panel, labeled Disloyal, labeled the Wall of Light. The exception to this are Masterwork's upgrade plans, which have a yellow background, but the design is the same. There are two plants not use in Dishonored, both turning around the reconnected tool. Reconnection tool: Allows you to reconnect technological
circuits and transform security systems to your advantage. Consumed in use. Wall of Light Circuit: A Wall of Light scheme used by the City Clock. Piero can use this to teach him how to disable Walls of Light. If you play in New Game+, collecting projects that have already been collected will yield 200 bonus coins. Gallery Community content is available in
CC-BY-SA unless noted otherwise. Noted.
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